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Comprehension (20 minutes)Directions:In this section,you will hear

ten short conversations.At the end of each conversation, a question

will be asked about what was said.Both the conversation and the

question will be spoken only once.After each question there will be a

pause.During the pause,you must read the four choices marked

A),B),C) and D),and decide which is the best answer.Then mark the

corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet with a single line through

the center.Example:You will hear:You will read:A)At the office. B)In

the waiting room.C)At the airport. D)In a restaurant.From the

conversation we know that the two were talking about some work

they hadto finish in the evening.This is most likely to have taken

place at the office.Therefore,A.At the office is the best answer.You

should choose 【A】on the Answer Sheet and mark it with a single

line through the center.[JY]Sample Answer ［A］[KG-1*5]［B］

［C］［D］1.A)10∶30. B)11∶20. C)10∶45. D)10∶50 .2.A)He

is a farmer. B)He is a clerk.C)He is a salesman. D)He is a

grocer.3.A)He persuaded the woman not to take the course.B)He

asked the woman to give a talk on psychology.C)He gave a talk to

the psychology class.D)He convinced the woman to study

psychology.4.A)He really doesn’t want to buy a color TV.B)He

doesn’t have enough money for a color TV.C)He will soon have

enough money for a color TV.D)He plans to buy a color



TV.5.A)He wants to see a film on TV.B)He thinks the film shown on

TV is good.C)He wants to watch a football game on Channel

8.D)He has already seen the film on Channel 8.6.A)The doctor told

him not to drink tea.B)The doctor likes tea very much.C)The doctor

also wants a cup of tea.D)The doctor wants him to drink a cup of

tea.7.A)Stop and take a rest.B)Wait for the rest of the people to come

up.C)Keep going.D)Rest when she is tired.8.A)Somebody is going

to call him up.B)He will join the woman.C)He is not hungry.D)He

isn’t going to the cafeteria with them.9.A)She hasn’t seen Tom

and the baby.B)She wants to see Tom and the baby.C)Tom has given

up smoking.D)Tom has never smoked.10.A)Sally would come again

to see the woman.B)Sally left too early.C)The man asked Sally to wait

for the woman.D)The woman returned home too late to see Sally.
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